Price setting and price getting require discipline — not luck. Almost any business can improve its pricing performance, provided it approaches pricing in a structured way.

Renowned investor Warren Buffett has said, “The single most important decision in evaluating a business is pricing power. If you’ve got the power to raise prices without losing business to a competitor, you’ve got a very good business. And if you have to have a prayer session before raising the price by 10%, then you’ve got a terrible business.”

Yet pricing receives scant attention in most companies. Fewer than 5% of Fortune 500 companies have a full-time function dedicated to pricing, according to data from the Professional Pricing Society, the world’s largest organization dedicated to pricing. McKinsey & Company has estimated that fewer than 15% of companies do systematic research on this subject. And only about 9% of business schools teach pricing, according to the Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business. This neglect is puzzling, as numerous studies have confirmed that pricing has a substantial and immediate effect on company profitability. Studies have shown that small variations in price can raise or lower profitability by as much as 20% or 50%.
Pricing Is a Skill

Over the past 18 months, we interviewed 44 managers — from CEOs and CFOs to heads of business units and professionals in marketing, pricing and finance functions — in 15 U.S.-based industrial companies. (See “About the Research.”) These companies varied in size from about 50 to more than 2000 employees and had dramatically different pricing capabilities. In the course of this research, we found that pricing power is not destiny, but a learned behavior. While competition, costs and price sensitivity within a market affect the parameters within which companies set prices, superior pricing is almost always based on skill. The companies we found that had achieved better pricing all had top managers who championed the development of skills in price setting (price orientation) and price getting (price realization). Regardless of their industry, the degree to which managers focused on developing these two capabilities correlated to their companies’ success in achieving a better price for their product than their competitors. Without managerial engagement, companies typically use historical heuristics, such as cost information, to set prices and yield too much pricing authority to the sales force.

About the Research

Our goal was to identify the current state of pricing practices in U.S. companies. For this purpose, we contacted the Professional Pricing Society to conduct research on its membership base. To capture contrasting perspectives on pricing within companies, we narrowed our search down to businesses with at least three respondents at three different management levels — at least one respondent from top management (either a CEO, managing director or member of the board of management), at least one respondent from middle management (either a business unit manager or a head of a functional unit), and at least one respondent from lower management (a functional manager). Of the 36 companies meeting these criteria, 15 agreed to participate in this research project. At least three interviews were conducted at each company. Respondents included 15 CEOs or top executives, 18 sales and marketing managers with full or partial responsibility for pricing and 11 finance and accounting managers with decision-making authority. Seven companies were small (as defined by the U.S. Small Business Administration 2007 size standards by industry), having between 50 and 380 employees and eight were medium-sized, with between 900 and 2,200 employees. Six companies (18 interviews) adopted cost-based pricing, five (14 interviews) used competition-based pricing, and four (12 interviews) relied on customer value-based pricing.
Participants in these companies were interviewed with open-ended interview questions that asked them to describe in detail pricing decisions and processes at their respective organizations. Consistent with a grounded theory approach, data analysis commenced simultaneously with data collection. We listened to the audio recordings of each interview several times, and we read the transcripts of each interview repeatedly. Three stages of rigorous coding then ensued: open, axial and selective coding. The process resulted in several hundred pages of transcripts and more than 2,554 codable moments.

THE PRICING CAPABILITY GRID

To gauge the degree to which the companies we interviewed had developed their pricing function, we created a pricing capability grid. We categorized pricing abilities into five major categories: the pricing power zone, the value surrender zone, the price capture zone, the zone of good intentions and the white flag zone. (See “The Pricing Capability Grid.”) Companies in the pricing power zone are able to command significantly higher prices and profitability levels than companies in the white flag zone. We also observed companies that were able to learn their way to superior pricing and saw a number of them undergo a transformation that enabled them to evolve from traditional, cost-based pricing toward higher-margin pricing with more disciplined pricing execution.

This article will first discuss the two dimensions of the pricing capability grid: price orientation and price realization. It then describes the characteristics of the five zones of the pricing capability grid and discusses the transformation process through which companies can improve their pricing capabilities.

Price Setting

Price setting, or more formally, price orientation, concerns the methods that companies use to determine final selling prices. Companies differ wildly in their approach to this. Although companies that sell services to individual end-customers, for example, may be radically different from companies that sell jet engines to sophisticated purchasing centers, and although pricing approaches in India may differ considerably from pricing approaches in Italy, academic research and our own findings conclude that pricing approaches across industries, countries and companies usually fall into one of three buckets: cost-based pricing, competition-based pricing or customer value-based pricing.
1. **Cost-based pricing.** Here, pricing decisions are influenced primarily by accounting data, with the objective of getting a certain return on investment or a certain markup on costs. Typical examples of cost-based pricing approaches are cost-plus pricing, target return pricing, markup pricing or break-even pricing. The main weakness of cost-based pricing is that aspects related to demand (willingness to pay, price elasticity) and competition (competitive price levels) are ignored. The main advantage of this approach is that the data you need to set prices are usually easy to find.

2. **Competition-based pricing.** This approach uses data on competitive price levels or on anticipated or observed actions of actual or potential competitors as a primary source to determine appropriate price levels. The main advantage of this approach is that the competitive situation is taken into account, and the main disadvantage is that aspects related to the demand function are again ignored. In addition, a strong competitive focus in setting prices can exacerbate the risk of a price war. The 2005-2009 price wars in the domestic car industry in the United States are a good example of this, and similar developments have occurred in the U.S. airline industry. Competition-based pricing approaches are frequently justified on the grounds that price is one of the most important purchase criteria for customers.

3. **Customer value-based pricing.** This approach, which is also often called “value-based pricing,” uses data on the perceived customer value of the product as the main factor for determining the final selling price. Instead of asking, “How can we realize higher prices despite intense competition?” customer value-based pricing asks, “How can we create additional customer value and increase customer willingness to pay, despite intense competition?” The subjective and quantified value of a purchase offering to actual and potential customers is the primary driver in setting prices. Customer value-based pricing approaches are driven by a deep understanding of customer needs, of customer perceptions of value, of price elasticity and of customers’ willingness to pay.

The advantage of customer value-driven pricing approaches is their direct link to the needs of the one constituency paying for the respective goods or services: the customer. The big disadvantage of such approaches is that data on customer preferences, willingness to pay, price elasticity and size of different market segments are usually hard to find and interpret. Furthermore, customer value-based pricing approaches may lead to relatively high prices, especially for unique products. Though that may seem optimal in the short run, these pricing approaches may spur market entry by new entrants or create a risk-free zone for competitors offering comparable products at slightly lower prices. Finally, it is important to note that it is an error to assume that customers will immediately recognize and pay for a truly innovative and superior product. Marketers must educate customers and communicate
superior value to customers before linking price to value. Customers must first recognize value in order to be willing to pay for value rather than base their purchase decision solely on price.

Despite these shortcomings, many pricing scholars consider customer value-based pricing to often be the most preferable way to set new product prices or to adjust prices for existing products. Some businesspeople have also found that customer value-based pricing can have important benefits. (See “Setting Prices Based on Customer Value,” p. 72.) It should be noted that customer value-based pricing is especially relevant in highly competitive industries. Although this might seem counterintuitive, we find that many managers in such industries mistakenly assume themselves to be in a “commodity” business. They then neglect the possibility for differentiation and customer value creation and resign themselves to competing solely on price. While we acknowledge that parts of an industry may become heavily price-competitive, we contend that seeing your product as a commodity tends to be a self-fulfilling prophecy. Through deeper research into customer needs, almost any product or service can be differentiated. Such deeper research can also be a powerful weapon to overcome price pressure by retailers. Armed with data on customer willingness to pay, price elasticities and perceptions of value and price, manufacturers can demonstrate to retailers the total value jointly created.

Setting Prices Based on Customer Value

A large European supermarket chain planned to launch a private-label version of a yogurt delivering health benefits. Based on information from cost accounting and using disguised numbers to protect confidentiality, the company decided to launch the product at €1.99. With a cost of goods of €1.29 (and the addition of a predetermined markup), this price compared favorably to the price for the branded product of €2.99.

The company’s CEO solicited our view. As a first step, we examined customer perceptions of value of the branded product and the private label. Our initial assumption was that the private label only compared unfavorably with the brand because it lacked a recognizable brand name. Surprisingly, however, customer surveys revealed that the private label was superior to the brand in one aspect customers deemed critical:
Mothers perceived the private label to be less damaging to the teeth of their children than the branded yogurt, which had a higher sugar content. Mothers were thus reluctant to purchase the branded product as a complement to their kids’ school meal, despite its well-documented health benefits.

Based on an empirical study with customers, we estimated the value of this benefit of the private label to be equal to about €0.30. On the other hand, our research with customers confirmed that the lack of an established brand name reduced the appeal of the private label by about €0.50. Overall, we estimated the value of the private label to be about €2.80.

After running simulations in which customer price sensitivity, competitor reactions and other factors were taken into consideration, we recommended a launch price of €2.49. We also recommended a heavy focus on the health benefits as part of the launch campaign. The company largely followed our recommendations. Despite the higher price point and thanks to solid communication of the beneficial aspects of the properties of the private label, sales volumes exceeded the volume targets the company had originally set for the product. Profits were nearly sixfold over plan.

Price Getting

Companies also differ in their abilities to realize the prices they set. Price getting (or more formally, price realization) refers to the capabilities and processes that ensure that the price the company gets is as close as possible to the price the company sets. Why would the price a company gets differ substantially from the price it sets? Inconsistent discount systems, for example, may explain why otherwise similar customers pay quite different prices.\textsuperscript{9}

Furthermore, negotiation capabilities as well as levels of authority among sales personnel may vary widely, enabling some customers to obtain much more favorable conditions than others. Also, in order to reach sales quota, IT-savvy sales associates may circumvent control systems and close deals at unfavorable conditions, while other sales managers will protect prices and margins, preferring to walk away from deals below well-defined target prices. Price-getting capabilities are thus fundamentally related to a company’s ability to translate goals into results: They reflect on the ability of a company to enforce — both internally vis-à-vis sales personnel and externally vis-à-vis customers and trade partners — its list prices and to translate these list prices into realized prices.\textsuperscript{10}

Our research indicates that differences in price-getting capabilities reflect a number of factors:
• the existence of pricing rules specifying maximum discount levels for any given order size;
• the extent to which these rules and guidelines are actually followed;
• the organizational consequences for not following these guidelines;
• the extent to which sales personnel have to justify and ask for approval for deviating from list prices;
• the negotiation skills of sales personnel;
• the degree to which sales associates understand a customer’s best available alternative;
• the customer’s maximum willingness to pay and the differential value to customers of the company’s product and service offering;
• the existence of clear target prices before sales personnel enter into negotiations with customers;
• the amount of pressure (self-imposed or organizational) that pushes sales personnel to conclude unprofitable deals;
• the self-confidence to walk away from unprofitable deals;
• the extent of free services offered to customers to close a deal;
• and the systems in place to monitor and communicate price deviations to sales personnel, marketing managers and other decision makers.

ASSESSING PRICE REALIZATION CAPABILITIES

During the course of our research, we used a specific set of questions as a diagnostic tool to allow executives to assess their price-getting capabilities. (See “Assessing Price Realization Capabilities.”) The responses from two companies with substantially different price-getting capabilities are shown in this exhibit. One company (whose responses are shown in green) seems to have much more robust monitoring and incentive systems, better controlling tools, superior negotiation skills and higher sales personnel confidence than the other company (whose responses are shown in orange). Not surprisingly, absolute price levels and price consistency are substantially higher for the former company than for the latter.

Five Primary Zones of Pricing
How do the companies in our research sample differ in their price-orientation and price-realization capabilities? We found significant contrasts between companies with high pricing capabilities and high price realization (power pricing zone) and those with weak pricing capabilities and weak price realization (white flag zone). We classified each of the 15 companies that we studied according to their price-setting and price-getting capabilities, and we also identified five primary pricing zones. (See “Pricing Capabilities in Companies Studied.”)

PRICING CAPABILITIES IN COMPANIES STUDIED

1. The Pricing Power Zone (high capabilities in price orientation, high capabilities in price realization). Our research identified a limited number of companies with high pricing power. These companies share the following traits: a culture dedicated to pricing, sophisticated tools to quantify customer willingness to pay and customer price elasticities, and robust pricing processes. Perhaps most important of all, they had champions spreading the diffusion of pricing capabilities throughout the organization. These companies typically have high confidence in their ability to implement list price increases and to defend their price levels vis-à-vis customers. One CEO in our research commented:

*You only need to be brave for one second, and it’s when the guy asks for a discount and you say no. And then you justify it. That takes bravery. So how do you get salespeople in a mindset to justify the price? You don’t have to go in there and be Superman for two hours. You have to be Superman for one second.*

These companies also have dedicated personnel responsible for pricing, such as a chief pricing officer, a head of revenue management or a director of pricing. These senior positions are responsible for implementing robust organizational processes to ensure discipline in price setting and price getting. This means that pricing decisions are embedded in robust structures and processes, rather than being left to the discretion of sales personnel in the field. One pricing manager at a high-performing company using customer value-based pricing said:
We have the prices structured in the system, ... the profit desk underneath the pricing team can look to see whether or not the price points are too low, or are at least profitable and value-based enough to go, regardless of what business or trade it is. It’s all set up, up front in the system.

Companies with strong pricing capabilities often have an executive champion driving the price-getting discipline. Executives in most other firms are only involved in pricing to approve unusual pricing deviations, to participate in large contract negotiations or to conduct general business reviews. By contrast, executives in companies with strong pricing power are actively engaged in improving pricing capabilities and in improving overall system effectiveness. These executives thus drive the internalization of customer value-based pricing throughout the company and motivate the organizational changes required to support it. Sales and marketing managers we interviewed reported that support and conviction from top leaders is essential to the adoption of customer value-based pricing. As a customer focus manager at a company using customer value-based pricing remarked:

What made [customer value-based pricing] work was, looking back, ... definitely the fact that top management helped sell it, helped, honestly, push it along as well. And over time, it’s proven that they were correct. But without the top management, it wouldn’t have happened.

A caveat: Companies with high pricing power need to carefully balance costs and benefits of the increased complexity of value-based pricing strategies. As one senior manager at an industrial company commented:

How many price points do we want to try to manage — how many different price points? Because there is a balance. You can take value and use to every single customer/product combination, and then we’ve got hundreds of thousands of price points we’re trying to manage, which is not good either.

2. The White Flag Zone (low capabilities in price orientation, low capabilities in price realization). In stark contrast, some companies in our sample did not pay any significant attention to pricing. Not surprisingly, these companies lagged other companies in key profitability indicators. In these companies, prices do not reflect the customer’s value and willingness to pay; in addition, sales personnel do not have well-crafted guidelines. Whether the theoretically established list prices are actually enforced in the field depends in fact mostly on luck and on sales personnel discretion. One CEO of a company using cost-based pricing commented:
Pricing is based on the gut of our sales personnel...as long as they’re within their [pricing] latitude to make decisions.

In these companies, discounting is widespread and chaotic. Managers complain about declining price levels but lack the capabilities, vision and instruments to counter these developments. In essence, these companies abdicate their pricing power to customers.

3. The Value Surrender Zone (high capabilities in price orientation, weak capabilities in price realization). In companies in or near this zone, list prices generally reflect customer value well. However, such companies also fail to realize the value they’ve created because discounting guidelines are haphazard. Sales personnel are encouraged to negotiate aggressively with customers to bring deals home but lack the information to truly track and improve price levels. In other words, these companies excel in value creation and delivery, but leave a significant amount of value on the table in negotiations with customers or distributors. One sales manager in a company near this zone observed:

The COO had put in these measures to increase sales by discounting, filling up the plant, and he had convinced the people underneath him ... that absorption was the name of the game. So now that’s embedded in the culture.

4. The Price Capture Zone (low capabilities in price orientation, high capabilities in price realization). By contrast, companies in or near this zone have robust systems and processes to minimize unjustified deviations from list prices. However, they typically use rather unsophisticated methods to set those list prices in the first place. These companies frequently excel in price execution, but their prices do not reflect the full value that their products and services deliver to their customers. One CEO of a company using cost-based pricing observed:

The stage gates are you either proceed or don’t proceed based on costing — cost targets. We set a cost target based on the margin expectations, then, of the approximate selling price target. So much more of the formality is around, ‘Are we gonna hit the cost target? Are we way off the cost target?’.... We put more formality around costing analysis, and there is less formality around the pricing.

Despite simplistic price-setting mechanisms, companies in or near this zone have robust processes to realize target list prices with customers. Doing so requires a high level of individual and organizational confidence. One manager in a company near this zone observed:
You have to look [customers] in the eye and say, “Ours costs more. This costs more, and it’s worth it. You should pay more for that.” You have to be pretty confident to do that.

The Zone of Good Intentions (average price orientation, average price realization capabilities). Some companies are stuck in an area we call the zone of good intentions. These companies use slightly more advanced approaches for setting prices. One company, for example, uses dynamic premium pricing linking its own prices dynamically to price levels of a well-defined competitor set. These companies also have some systems and processes in place to limit the discretion of sales personnel in the field and to encourage discipline in price realization. In some cases, a strong production orientation and thus a strong inward focus are important reasons that the pricing capabilities of these companies have not reached a high level of maturity. As the CEO of a company using competition-based pricing commented:

Our DNA is manufacturing ... I’m very used to standard cost ... the very traditional cost plus. It just comes from being a manufacturing company ... I think we’re dynamic and moving in the service models but we’ve dragged along this cost-plus kind of a pricing model.

The Transformation to Strong Price-Orientation and Price-Realization Capabilities

Virtually all companies aspire to set prices close to the value that their products and services deliver, and virtually all companies aspire to close the gap between list prices and actual in-pocket prices. Yet few companies have successfully made the transition from cost- or competition-based pricing with weak price-realization capabilities to customer value-based price setting with strong price-realization capabilities. Engaging the organization to implement a new pricing approach is fundamentally a change-management process that significantly exceeds the complexity of activities such as changing list prices. New pricing approaches frequently require new organizational priorities, a new organizational structure, new capabilities, new processes and tools and different goal and incentive systems.
The interviews we conducted with managers support this view, suggesting that the implementation and internalization of customer value-based pricing requires a deep organizational change that transforms the company’s organizational life and identity as well as the identity of actors within it. Comments from the interviewees suggest that the transformation from pricing based on cost or competition to pricing based on customer value is a slow, gradual process.

The implementation and internalization process of customer value-based pricing is a long, tedious and sometimes painful journey of change for the organization and its actors. This process, which can take four to seven years, requires intense and sustained organizational mobilization to transform established structures, cultures, processes and systems. It requires continual attention, continuous investments and executive sweat equity. Marketers, sellers and developers have to change their business mentality and their frames of reference and embrace new value-related concepts that are expected to become a new way of life. They also must learn a new language in order to carry the value message internally and externally. As a result, people either change and become “organizational heroes” or leave the organization.

Because the transition to customer value-based pricing is not easy, companies making such a transition should intentionally design programs focused on building organizational confidence to accelerate members’ buy-in and to boost motivation levels to accept change. When confidence is high, people share beliefs in their collective power to produce desired outcomes and ends. In its most basic form, organizational efficacy is a sense of “can do.” We believe that organizational confidence is a key enabler of the organizational transformation toward customer value-based pricing.

How to Rethink Your Pricing Strategy

How could companies go about rethinking their pricing strategy? The first area that may require a fundamental rethink is the way companies set prices. Many companies have a significant opportunity to differentiate themselves from competitors by learning how to create, quantify, communicate and capture customer value by implementing customer value-based pricing strategies. A second area concerns price realization — that is, the process of translating list prices into profitable pocket prices. Here, many
companies lack the information systems, negotiation capabilities, incentive schemes, controlling tools and sales personnel confidence leading to superior price realization. Small improvements in any of these areas lead to quantifiable results very quickly. (See “Next Steps for Improving Pricing Capabilities.”)

CEO involvement is a critical requirement for ensuring that changes in a company’s pricing strategy lead to a true change in the company’s culture. At the same time, the CEO must ensure that these changes are not seen, as too many failed initiatives are, as “just another project.” CEO championing, bundled with organizational confidence, new capabilities and transformational change are key catalysts to obtain pricing power.
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